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ABSTRACT 
 

In biology, regulatory mechanisms are essential to achieve complex tasks, as virtually every             
process can be positively or negatively modulated in its outcome, upon different cues. 

In humans, microRNAs (miRNAs) constitute a fundamental layer of post-transcriptional          
gene expression regulation. This class of molecules finely tune protein expression, by            
downregulating messenger RNAs (mRNA) levels and their translation. The mechanism by           
which miRNAs find and act upon their targets primarily relies on their nucleotide sequence,              
relative to the corresponding binding site on the mRNA. 

The development of an exhaustive miRNA–mRNA interactome is particularly attractive          
because of the profound implication for basic biology as well as for diagnostics and              
therapeutics in human health. However, computational prediction of target sites and           
associated downregulation levels, using the limited sequence determinants available, is still           
an outstanding challenge in the field.  

In this thesis, we bring forward the hypothesis that modeling of miRNA–mRNA pairs             
might benefit from considering the inherent structural flexibility of these complexes, at the             
molecular level. 

In the introductory chapter, we present the structural features of RNAs with a focus on their                
conformational dynamics and NMR spectroscopy as a tool to investigate these motions.            
The molecular details of miRNA biogenesis and function are later introduced to            
contextualize the results of Paper I. Finally, the challenges associated with RNA sample             
preparation are discussed in light of the work presented in Paper II. 

In Paper I, we show that a miRNA–mRNA pair involved in a cancer-regulating pathway              
exploits its flexibility to toggle between lower and higher target repression states. This             
study shows that suboptimal structures of a given miRNA–mRNA pair, that are overlooked             
by computational prediction and that often elude experimental detection, can be           
functionally relevant and are essential to draw a mechanistic picture of miRNA function.  

The methods used in Paper I for RNA sample preparation and molecular simulation are              
described in Paper II and II, respectively. While these methods were essential to achieve the               
results of Paper I, they also find widespread application in the RNA field. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) possess the formidable, dual capacity of acting as genetic            
information carriers as well as functional elements. While the first role has been described              
and accepted as early as the 1960’s1–3, the second, with the exceptions of ribosomal4 and               
transfer5 RNAs, has only been widely recognized in recent years6,7. These RNAs, that do              
not participate in the central dogma of biology as information messengers (mRNAs), are             
often referred to as non-protein-coding or non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). With the advent of             
next-generation sequencing8, the extent to which these ncRNAs are transcribed in           
humans9,10 is becoming apparent, revealing that ncRNAs pervade every aspect of Life. 

The ability of ncRNAs to perform tasks that were originally only accredited to proteins (i.e.               
gene regulation7, catalysis11, metabolites binding12) largely rely on their ability to adopt            
complex folds. Therefore, determining the secondary and tertiary structure of ncRNAs is of             
utmost importance to gain a mechanistic understanding of their function.  

Traditional high-resolution structure determination techniques, such as X-ray        
crystallography, have proven successful for a large number of highly structured RNAs and             
protein-RNA complexes. However, it is becoming increasingly clear that the majority of            
ncRNAs retain a certain degree of structural flexibility and that a single-structure snapshot             
is not sufficient to fully understand how these molecules work13–15. 

In this introductory chapter, we will describe the molecular properties that confer the RNAs              
the ability to switch between different conformations. We will introduce the basics of             
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) as a tool to infer the secondary            
structure of RNAs, as well as the NMR experiments used to characterize different             
conformational states in solution. Later on, the class of small regulatory ncRNAs called             
microRNAs (miRNAs), subject of Paper I, will be introduced and their role in eukaryotic              
post-transcriptional gene expression regulation will be discussed. Finally, we will present           
the challenges associated with the large-scale RNA sample preparation for structural           
studies. 

 

1.1 RNA structure and dynamics 

RNA is a polymer consisting of four nucleotide types: adenosine (A), guanosine (G),             
cytidine (C) and uridine (U). Each nucleotide is composed of a nucleobase that confers its               
chemical identity, adenine and guanine (purines), cytosine and uracil (pyrimidines), a sugar            
ribose and a phosphate group carrying a negative charge. The nucleotides are connected to              
one another via a phosphodiester bond between the 3’-OH group of a nucleotide i and the                
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5’-PO4 group of the following nucleotide i+1 (Fig. 1a–b). This arrangement gives the             
polymer an end-to-end directionality, that is conventionally drawn left to right, from the             
5’-end to 3’-end. 

Unlike DNA, which is commonly found in nature in a double-stranded form, where             
anti-parallel strands with sequence complementary are brought together via         
nucleobases-specific hydrogen bonding (G–C and A–T) and stacking, RNA can be found in             
a variety of different configurations. Perhaps, rather than describing RNA in terms of             
double- or single-stranded, it is worth noting that often RNAs are composed of alternating              
structural elements. These secondary structural elements can take advantage of the ability            
of nucleobases to stack and base-pair (hence forming locally double-stranded regions called            
helical stems), as well as exploiting the many torsion angles (Fig. 1c) and interaction              
opportunities available in the molecule to form locally single stranded features. This            
structural heterogeneity, that is the hallmark of RNA, ultimately enables these molecules to             
fold into intricate three-dimensional conformations and interact with other RNA and protein            
partners. 

 

 

Fig. 1 RNA structure. a, Five carbons ribose sugar and phosphate group arrangement in               
the oligonucleotide chain. b, Four RNA bases. c, Sugar-phosphate backbone and glycosidic            
bond angles (left) and sugar puckers resulting from the constrained pseudorotation angles            
υ1-4 (right). 

 

In the next paragraphs we’ll present a summary of common secondary structural elements             
and the repertoire of base-pairing configurations available to RNAs. We’ll introduce a few             
examples where these secondary structural elements and non-canonical base pairs enable           
the RNAs to adopt multiple alternative conformations and how this conformational           
dynamics confers a functional advantage to these molecules. 
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1.1.1 Secondary structural elements and folding 

Helices. Helices are formed when two strands, with Watson-Crick (WC) sequence           
complementarity (G–C and A–U) are brought together by stacking and base pair hydrogen             
bonding, in an antiparallel fashion (Fig. 2a). Whether the strands are from the same              
molecule (intramolecular) or from two different ones (intermolecular), the helical stem           
possesses the same geometrical features reminiscent of A-form DNA duplexes, hence           
named A-form RNA. The riboses are all constrained to adopt 3’-endo puckers (Fig. 1c),              
each full turn of the helix comprises 11 nucleotides and the major and minor grooves are                
narrow and deep, wide and shallow, respectively16. Unlike DNA, the base composition of             
A-form RNA does not influence its structural properties17. At high ionic strength            
conditions, a slightly different configuration has been observed (A’-form RNA) with 12 nts             
turn and wider major groove18. Helices can accommodate mismatches or non-canonical           
base pairs, depending on the nature and number of the base pair, different distortions in the                
geometry of the A-form stem occur19,20.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Secondary structure elements and tertiary arrangements. a, A-form helical            
element composed of WC base pairs. b, Mismatches, internal loops and bulges. c, Hairpin              
loop element. d, Three-way junction element. e, Pseudoknot. f, Tertiary arrangements           
exemplified as two inter-molecular kissing hairpin loops and intra-molecular stem-to-stem          
arrangement. Cylinders represent helical elements. 

 

Mismatches, internal loops and bulges. The simplest deviation from the A-form helix            
occurs when a single nucleotide is mutated so that it cannot form a WC base pair with the                  
corresponding nucleotide on the opposite strand (Fig. 2b). In this configuration the            
mismatched nucleotides are embedded between two WC helices. Depending on the number            
of sequential mismatched pairs and their stacking configuration, these secondary structural           
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elements are referred to as internal loops. When the two strands contain a different number               
of mismatched nucleotides the internal loop is considered asymmetric. A particular case of             
asymmetric internal loop occurs when all the mismatched nucleotides reside on only one of              
the two strands. In this case the unpaired nucleotides form a bulge (Fig. 2b). 

Hairpin loops. Often in RNAs, helices are formed intramolecularly, within a single            
transcript. This is possible thanks to looping nts that allow for the two strands to interact                
(Fig. 2c). The number of looping nts can, in principle, vary indefinitely. Typical loops are               
sized between 4 and 8 nts and often adopt a well defined three-dimensional structure that               
confers thermodynamic stability to the stem they are connecting. A well studied class of              
hairpin loops are tetraloops, that can often be found in the following configurations:             
UNCG, GNRA and CUUG (where N = A, G, C or U and R = A or G)21. 

Three- and four-way junctions. These are common motifs found in highly structured RNAs             
where multiple helical domains converge at a common junction (Fig. 2d). Perhaps the most              
famous example of four-way junction is the one that enables the tRNA to adopt the typical                
L-shaped configuration in 3D, commonly drawn as a cloverleaf in 2D22. 

Pseudo-knots. Pseudoknots occur when bases in an internal or hairpin loop motif base-pairs             
with bases outside of these motifs (Fig. 2e). This general definition comprises different             
types of pseudoknots that have been observed experimentally23. 

Folding of the secondary structural elements mentioned above depends on the RNA            
primary sequence. Therefore, de novo prediction of structure folding has been a historically             
outstanding challenge24. A set of rules, that combines thermodynamic parameters and           
nearest-neighbor model, has been described over the years, to unveil how nucleotides            
impact the 2D folding energetics. This was achieved by systematic measurements of            
thermodynamic parameters, as a function of primary sequence, using of short RNA            
duplexes and hairpins typically by means of thermal melting followed by ultra-violet (UV)             
and circular dichroism (CD) absorption as well as NMR spectroscopy. The result is a set of                
rules that takes the name from the work of Turner and colleagues and is at the basis of most                   
secondary structure prediction algorithms25.  

It is worth noting that, in the 3D space, each class of secondary elements, depending on                
their specific nucleotide composition, can give rise to very different arrangements.           
Furthermore, for internal loops, bulges and junctions, these elements will contribute to the             
relative orientation of neighboring helical stems (Fig. 2f). This feature, together with long             
range tertiary contacts (i.e. kissing hairpin loops), ultimately determines the final shape of             
the molecule (Fig. 2f). While secondary structure prediction achieves good results for            
relatively short and mostly canonically base-paired RNAs, the RNA folding problem is far             
from being solved for tertiary structures without the help of experimental structural data. 
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1.1.2 Base pairs 

Nucleotides interact with each other via their base, sugar and phosphate components.            
Inter-nucleotide base-base interactions are of two main types: π-π stacking and hydrogen            
bonding26. While the first type of interaction is of utmost importance for RNA structure and               
dynamics, for the purpose of this chapter, we will only introduce the fundamental concepts              
behind base pair hydrogen bonding and the most commonly found examples in ncRNAs.             
For the reader interested in a comprehensive review of inter-nucleotide interaction modes            
Sweeney et al., compiled an excellent overview on the subject26. 

The directional nature of hydrogen bonding and the geometry of nucleobases, limits            
base-base interactions to discrete edges of each base in the pair (Fig. 3a). These edges are                
referred to as 1) the Watson-Crick edge, given the canonical interaction in the DNA double               
helix27, 2) the Hoogsteen edge, named after Karst Hoogsteen’s observations28 and 3) the             
sugar edge (Fig. 3a). Each of these edges present both hydrogen-bonding donors and             
acceptors groups26. In 2001, Leontis and Westhof proposed a unified and systematic base             
pair nomenclature that is based on the interacting edges and the the glycosidic bonds              
orientation with respect to the hydrogen bonding orientation (i.e. cis or trans            
configuration)29 (Fig. 3b–c). The edges involved in the base pair and the cis/trans             
configuration determine a local orientation of the strands that can be considered “locally”             
parallel or anti-parallel. The 12 resulting combinations, or families, of base pairs types             
presented by Leontis and Westhof, with the associated strand orientation, assume that all             
the bases are in the most common anti rotation state about the glycosidic bond 𝜒 (Fig. 3c).                 
If the base rotates 180° about 𝜒 (syn conformation), the strand orientations are reversed. In               
analogy, if both bases are in syn, the strand orientations are reversed-back to their original               
state. 
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Fig. 3 Leontis and Westhof base pairs schematics and nomenclature. Adapted from29.             
a, Base edges. b, Schematics of syn and anti glycosidic bond orientation (green arrows),              
relative to the hydrogen bonding orientation (green bar). c, 12 base pair families. d,              
Canonical WC base pairs. e, Non-canonical WC/WC cis base pairs. 

 

Canonical WC base pairs 

WC/WC cis G–C, C–G, A–U and U–A base pairs are considered canonical, as they are the                
most commonly found in nature and are the basis of fundamental biological processes such              
as the codon-anticodon recognition, during protein synthesis. Canonical base pairs are           
isosteric as they retain the same C1’-C1’ distance, the bases have the same rotation about 𝜒                
and the hydrogen-bonding network is in the same register30–32. The hydrogen bonding            
network for A–U and G–C is shown in Fig 3d. These features lead to a fundamental                
property of the canonical A-form RNA by which the helix geometry is independent of its               
primary sequence composition. This structural neutrality has profound implications for the           
study of evolutionary conservation (i.e. covariation) and 3D structure determination.          
Isostericity subclasses within families can be described for both canonical and           
non-canonical base pairs30–33. 

Non-canonical example: the G–U wobble 

The most commonly found non-canonical base pair is the WC/WC cis G–U “wobble”. This              
base pair takes its name from Crick’s “Wobble Hypothesis” for codon-anticodon           
recognition34 and was first predicted to be present in the folded yeast tRNAAla35. Beside its               
role in codon-anticodon recognition, the G–U wobble plays crucial roles in many ncRNAs             
and often provides a recognition element for protein binding19,20,36. From a structural point             
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of view, both bases interact via their WC edges and the register of hydrogen bonding is                
shifted with respect to a canonical G–C pair, leaving the exocyclic amino group of the               
guanosine not hydrogen-bonded (Fig. 3e, left). In A-form helices, the G–U wobble results             
in an uninterrupted patch of negative electrostatic potential in the major groove20, providing             
a hub for divalent metal ion binding37. The hydrogen bonding register shift results in a               
difference between the nucleotides’ glycosidic bond angles. Unlike canonical pairs, for           
which 𝜒 is about 54° for both nucleotides in the pair, the G–U wobble has a 𝜒 of about 40°                    
for the guanosine and 65° for the uridine. This asymmetry in turns leads to the               
non-isostericity of G–U and U–G wobble pairs20,36. Interestingly, 5’-G–U-3’ and 5’-U–G-3’           
have different stacking arrangement with the preceding base pairs when placed at the end of               
an helix38, favoring the 5’-G–U-3’ over the 5’-U–G-3’36. Instead, when the wobble closes a              
hairpin loop, the 5’-U–G-3’ is favored39. 

It must be noted that the wobble is not the only configuration accessible to G and U to pair.                   
“Bifurcated” configurations have been observed where the O2 (or O4) of the uridine forms              
two hydrogen bonds with the proton in the amino and imino groups of the guanosine. These                
bifurcated G–U pairs and their occurrence have been recently reviewed by Turner and             
colleagues40. In the same work Berger et al., prompted by the previously observed             
instability of closing G–U pairs in internal loops41, used NMR spectroscopy to infer the              
occurrence of wobble or bifurcated types flanking different 2X2 internal loops. They            
propose that “GU pairs with the U 5’ of an internal loop are typically wobble pairs”40,                
potentailly due to their increased thermodynamic stability compared to 5’ G sequences40.            
While “GU pairs with the G 5’ of an internal loop can form non-wobble pairs”40, when                
preceded 5’ by an A–U or U–A pair 40. These interesting observations are particularly              
relevant for the result of Paper I, in which we observe the transient formation of a G–U                 
pair, with the G 5’ of a 4 nts asymmetric bulge. 

Considering the rest 

With three interacting edges with multiple hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, the            
combination of potential for non-canonical base pairs is large. This repertoire can be further              
expanded as certain groups can change their protonation or tautomeric state, thereby            
providing new bonding donor or acceptor groups32,42. Beyond the G–U wobble, many other             
non-canonical pairs have been observed and catalogued29,30,43. When predicting or          
validating an RNA structure is therefore important to consider the contribution of these             
pairs. Among many laboratories developing tools to compute 2D and 3D structures, such as              
those participating in the RNA-Puzzles44, the Major group showed that the incorporation of             
non-canonical pairs in their predictions was crucial to improve accuracy45. In particular,            
MC-Fold was shown to be fundamental in the identification and validation of suboptimal             
secondary structures46. These alternative conformations, often requiring the formation of          
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non-canonical base pairs, and their relation to the “native” state, are the subject of the next                
paragraph. 

 

1.1.3 Conformational dynamics 

The conformational (or energy) landscape of a given molecule, represents the distribution            
of all possible structural conformations that a molecule can adopt, as a function of their               
respective free energy, under a given set of experimental (or theoretical) conditions. The             
conformational landscape is often represented as a 2D or 3D plot, where the y axis is the                 
Gibbs free energy and the x/z axes are convoluted variables representing the parameters that              
describe the molecular architecture (i.e. torsion angles or atomic coordinates) (Fig. 4a).            
This can help visualize folding pathways and equilibrium conformational dynamics, where           
minima represent metastable structures and maxima represent transition-state structures. In          
this perspective, folding of a certain biopolymer is a defined trajectory across the landscape,              
while the equilibrium conformational dynamics is the collection of exchange processes           
between neighboring global and local minima.  

For globular protein, as formulated by Anfisen and colleagues in the “Thermodynamic            
Hypothesis”47,48, the state of lower Gibbs free energy represents the native state, in             
physiological conditions. To a first approximation, the landscape around the global           
minimum is shaped like a funnel49. While protein folding is a multifaceted field of research               
and exceptions to this exist50,51, the folding funnel is a generally accepted model for              
globular proteins52–54. In RNA instead, due to the high degeneracy of base pairs and              
stacking energetics and the modular nature of secondary structure elements, the           
conformational landscape has quite different characteristics13,14,55–57.  

From a folding perspective, RNAs can engage multiple trajectories that lead to different             
structures, with free energies that are comparable with the natively folded one. In addition,              
these alternative conformers are often kinetically trapped, as their transition-state energies           
are too high to be overcome by simple thermal fluctuations, in biologically compatible             
timescales58,59. This features confer the landscape its so-called rugged shape. In nature,            
co-transcriptional folding60–62 and RNA chaperones63,64 have evolved to avoid such traps           
that may, or may not be, of functional relevance. In vitro and in vivo, comparative structural                
studies are emerging to address the role of the cellular components that drive the folding               
trajectories and to identify biologically relevant alternative conformations65. A unique          
feature of RNAs is that their folding occurs in a hierarchical fashion, with secondary              
structures, such as base pairs, preceding the formation of tertiary contacts66.  

Once the RNA has adopted its native fold (at the equilibrium conditions), it can exchange               
between neighboring states on timescales and populations that depend on the transition            
state energies and relative free-energy difference between the two exchanging states (Fig.            
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4a). These motions collectively describe the conformational dynamics of the RNA. To            
describe the hierarchy of RNA conformational dynamics, Al-Hashimi and coworkers          
introduced the concept of tiers as different classes of motion that happen on discrete              
timescales57. This classification is useful to conceptualize RNA motions, however, as the            
authors point out, one must keep in mind that different tiers are correlated to each other and                 
timescale ranges can overlap to a certain extent57. An additional layer of complexity, that              
won’t be discussed here, is presented by how different cellular cues and naturally occurring              
RNA chemical modification can redraw the conformational landscapes inferred in vitro.           
Commonly, the effect of metal ions, in particular divalent cations, such as Mg2+, that are               
necessary to counteract the negative charges of the phosphate backbone and promote            
folding, and different pH conditions, are probed in vitro for physiologically relevant ranges.             
However, the throughput of traditional biophysical, biochemical and structural techniques          
pales compared to the large number of parameters that should, in principle, be             
systematically tested. Novel methods probing RNA structures in cells67 as well as            
techniques that raise the throughput of parallel in vitro experiments68 are showing            
promising avenues and will likely contribute to developing our understanding of           
conformational dynamics. 

Tier 0. Large secondary structure rearrangements that involve multiple nucleotides (Fig. 4a,            
left). This tier dynamics occurs within long exchange times (>ms) relative to biological             
events. A good example of this are riboswitches, a class of cis-acting mRNA elements that               
undergoes a tier 0 conformational transition to regulate mRNA expression, often at the             
level of translation69. Given the high transition state energy involved, protein chaperones,            
small molecular ligands, divalent cations and other cellular factors are needed to lower the              
energy barriers between kinetically trapped states and tune the timescale of motion with the              
processes these RNAs are controlling (i.e. transcription termination, translation initiation,          
splicing etc.)57,69. 

Tier 1. Nucleobase dynamics (Fig. 4a, center). In the μs-ms timescale, the hydrogen             
bonding of canonical base pairs can melt and reform70–72. These breathing motions provide             
opportunities to trigger wider transitions or to expose residues that would otherwise be             
buried in a helical element57,69, to chaperones64 and helicases73. Ionization and keto-enol            
tautomerization have also been reported74, though these events involve a chemical rather            
than a structural exchange mechanism. All these processes can lead to change in             
configuration of a given base pair, that propagates to the topology of the backbone and               
major/minor groove geometry with consequences to partner binding75 and even tRNA           
decoding accuracy74,76.  
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Fig. 4 Conformational dynamics and the example of HIV-1 TAR. a, Structural             
arrangements occur on different timescales. b, HIV-1 TAR undergoes tier 1 and 2             
conformational dynamics.  

 

Finally, and perhaps of most relevance for the results presented in Paper I, the multiplicity               
of available base pair configurations and their energetic degeneracy make nucleotides close            
to non-helical secondary structure elements prone to spontaneously rearrange and shift the            
pairing register in this timescale57. 

The Trans-Activation Response (TAR) element of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type I           
(HIV-1) is probably the best characterized RNA in terms of conformational dynamics and it              
has been investigated throughout the years using variety of structure probing techniques,            
recently summarized by Merriman et al., in the introduction of their work77. The minimal              
construct is 29 nts and is composed of a lower bottom stem (6 WC base pairs), a 3 nts                   
bulge, an upper stem (4 WC base pairs) and a 6 nts apical loop (Fig. 4b, top center). This is                    
the lowest energy secondary structure which populates the largest fraction of the            
conformational ensemble in physiological conditions and it is often referred to as the             
ground state (GS).  

To exemplify tier 1 and 2 motions of TAR and provide a framework to the results presented                 
in Paper I, we’ll briefly discuss the work of the Al-Hashimi group using NMR R1ρ               
relaxation dispersion experiments to characterize this model RNA. However, it is important            
to note that our current understanding of HIV-1 TAR RNA structure, dynamics and             
function comes from the fundamental contribution of many different research groups,           
whose work, for the sake of brevity, will not be reviewed in this chapter. In particular, for                 
the structure and dynamics by NMR of this molecule, the interested reader is directed to the                
recent work of the Drobny and Varani groups78–82.  

A fast tier 1 motion involving residues of the apical loop was initially described by               
Al-Hashimi and coworkers on a truncated TAR construct using 13C NMR R1ρ relaxation             
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dispersion46 (a technique that will be discussed in the next paragraph). This process occurs              
with a timescale of exchange of ~ 40 μs and populates about 13% of the ensemble and leads                  
to a secondary structure termed Excited State 1 (ES1) (Fig. 4b, top left). G34, initially               
paired with C30, shifts to a trans U○Gsyn wobble base pair with U31 while A35, initially                
unpaired, forms a A+•C with C30 in ES1. Later on, using 13C/15N NMR R 1ρ, the same                
research group identified a second, slower conformational exchange process, where the           
apical loop and bulge motions are coupled83 (Fig. 4b, top right). In ES2, a register shift                
occurs in the upper stem leading to four non-canonical base pairs being accommodated in              
this helical element. The shift drives shortening of the bulge to 1 nts and collapse of the                 
apical part to a compact tetraloop. This second process is characterized by an exchange rate               
of 2 ms and populates only 0.4% of the ensemble83. ES1 and ES2 motions were also shown                 
to be decoupled from each other using insertion and deletion constructs and 13C/15N NMR              
R1ρ

77,83 on the 29-mer TAR. Both ESs, albeit at different rates, have been proposed to play a                 
role in modulating the interaction with Tat and Cyclin T156,83, proteins which bind TAR at               
distinct sites but in a cooperative fashion84 to promote HIV-1 genome transcription in             
infected cells85. 

For the sake of conciseness, we will only mention that tertiary interactions, such as kissing               
hairpin loops and pseudoknot formation are included in this tier57. 

Tier 2. Inter-helical and loop dynamics (Fig. 4a, right). These motions involve local loop              
dynamics, such as bases stacking-in or out neighboring helices, backbone distorsions and            
inter-helical orientations. These motions can vary in amplitude, therefore tier 2 covers a             
broader range than other tiers, spanning from ps to μs57.  

HIV-1 TAR is also a good model for tier 2 dynamics (Fig. 4b, bottom). In a recent                 
publication86, Al-Hashimi and coworkers described the tier 2 dynamics that involves the 3             
nts bulge and its effect on the relative orientation between the upper-lower stems. This              
work made use of NMR Residual Dipolar Coupling87,88, a domain elongation approach89,            
spin relaxation and molecular dynamics to describe a conformational ensemble where the            
major and minor states are quantitatively represented. The results indicate that TAR mostly             
resides in a bent conformation that transitions in the ns-μs timescale to a coaxially stacked               
configuration. Furthermore, the bulge residues undergo ps-ns timescale motions that occur           
within the bent or stacked states86 and could potentially provide the necessary            
rearrangement to transition between the two states. 

As shown in this paragraph, it is often necessary to describe RNAs as conformational              
ensembles, rather than single structures. Therefore, integrative approaches that combine          
molecular simulations with different experimental techniques, probing RNA structure at          
different levels of resolution, are often necessary to gain a complete picture of the system of                
study90. Among experimental structural methods, NMR is particularly suited to collect           
conformational dynamics information on a variety of timescales. In the next paragraph            
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we’ll discuss the basic experiments necessary to solve secondary structures of RNAs and             
their motions with this technique. 

 

1.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy 

NMR spectroscopy is based on the nuclear magnetic resonance effect observed for atoms             
(with nuclear spin I ≠ 0) in a constant magnetic field (B0) and perturbed by a                
radiofrequency (RF) pulse. The theoretical and practical framework of NMR spectroscopy           
and its instrumentation requires extensive knowledge in fundamental physics, mathematics          
and electrical engineering. Nevertheless, NMR is used routinely by researchers and           
laboratory personnel with different backgrounds and scope of work across the world, from             
basic analytical chemistry application to cutting edge method development. The popularity           
of this technique hints that NMR can be approached at different levels of complexity and               
that deep theoretical understanding and application can be decorrelated, to a certain extent. 

For the biochemist interested in using solution-state NMR to characterize structure,           
dynamics and other physical properties of biomolecules, a common starting point is the             
understanding of nuclear magnetization through the vector model and progressively          
approach more complex experiments using the product operator formalism91. In parallel,           
concepts of data acquisition and processing (i.e. fourier transformation) are developed to            
understand the essential commands at the spectrometer. These two, theoretical and           
practical, sides of the topic can be engaged with a basic mathematical background that              
requires familiarity with calculus, trigonometry, complex numbers and matrices. Further          
understanding of so-called relaxation phenomena91 is required in order to interpret the            
experiments used for the quantification of conformational dynamics. 

The description of NMR basics is beyond the scope of this introductory chapter, however              
three key concepts, that are often a source of confusion for the general reader, need to be                 
presented in order to understand paragraphs 1.2.1–3 and fully grasp the impact of the              
results presented in Paper I. 

First, likewise any other spectroscopic technique, a 1D spectrum shows intensity of            
absorption or emission of energy as a function of frequencies in the electromagnetic             
spectrum. For NMR, the range involved falls into the radio frequencies, typically from 10              
to 800 MHz91. Unlike other spectroscopies, where the x axis is often presented in              
frequencies or wave-length units, an NMR spectrum has its x axis expressed as             
adimensional parts per million (ppm). This has to do with the fact that the absolute value of                 
the frequencies observed depends on the strength of the static magnetic field applied B0.              
Therefore, being able to compare data coming from different spectrometers (therefore           
different B0), requires referencing the x axis by the frequency of a standard compound at B0,                
thereby obtaining the unit-less ppm values. The position of each peak in the spectrum,              
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expressed in ppm, specifies the frequency at which a given nucleus resonates relative to a               
reference compound. This difference is referred to as the chemical shift of such a nucleus.               
Chemical shift values are strong reporters of the chemical and structural environment of a              
given nucleus. 

Second, in biomolecular NMR it is often necessary to increase the dimensionality of the              
spectra to resolve the overlap between different peaks. Typically, 2D NMR spectra are             
acquired to obtain a fingerprint of a given biomolecule and are enough to resolve single               
amino acids or nucleotides in small-sized proteins or RNAs. These fingerprint spectra are             
commonly Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC)92 correlating 1H-13C or         
1H-15N couples of specific chemical group (i.e. amide 1H-15N for proteins, aromatic 1H-13C             
couples in position 6/8 or pyrimidines and purines, respectively). In the simplest terms, a              
2D HSQC spectrum is composed of a series of 1D spectra for a given nucleus (i.e. 1H). The                  
second dimension is built up by using RF pulses that transfer the magnetization between              
the first nucleus type covalently bound to the second type (i.e. 13C or 15N). This second,                
indirect, dimension is acquired as a function of the frequency of the second nucleus and is                
expressed in ppm. 

Lastly, the nuclei magnetization induced by B0 is possible for those nuclei whose nuclear              
spin number is I ≠ 0. In RNAs, naturally occurring NMR active isotopes are 1H and 31P (I =                   
+½), and 14N (I = +1) while 12C and 16O are NMR silent nuclei (I = 0). To overcome the                    
limitations imposed by the quadrupolar nucleus of 14N, the nitrogen 15N isotope (I = -½) is                
generally used. Similarly, given its high gyromagnetic ratio and the abundant presence of             
carbon atoms in the nucleotides, the NMR active isotope, 13C (I = +½) is used. Since these                 
two isotopes are not enriched naturally, several methods, ranging from heterologous           
expression to chemical synthesis, have been developed to incorporate isotopically labelled           
nucleotides in RNA samples93,94. 

 

1.2.1 RNA sequence-specific resonance assignment 

Resonances assignment is the first and necessary step for any subsequent investigation            
using NMR. This is the procedure by which each peak, in a given spectrum, is assigned to                 
the nucleus, in the molecule of study, that gives rise to that peak. For biopolymers this is                 
often achieved by the use of 2D (or higher dimensionality) spectra that correlate nuclei              
belonging to neighboring monomers95–97.  

Assignment experiments can be loosely classified into two categories, 1) those which            
correlate nuclei close to each other in space and 2) nuclei connected via covalent bonding.               
In RNAs, each nucleotide is connected to its neighbor via a phosphodiester bond. Given the               
poor dispersion of phosphate 31P nuclei chemical shifts, through-bond J-coupling based           
experiments are often insufficient to obtain a complete sequence-specific assignment.          
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Through-space experiments, instead, such as the Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY          
(NOESY) experiment98, that exploits the cross-relaxation phenomena, are used to correlate           
nuclei close in space and obtain a great wealth of structural information. For a typical               
homonuclear 1H-1H NOESY experiment, 1H nuclei with a up to ~5Å radius distance from               
each other give rise to off-diagonal correlation peaks indicating their spatial relationship. In             
addition, since the intensity of such off-diagonal peaks scales with the distance, NOESY             
experiments are used, often in combination with other measurables, as semi-quantitative           
restraints for 3D structure calculation by molecular dynamics. This concept is the            
foundation of NMR 3D structure determination of biomolecules99. 

For the purpose of this paragraph we’ll introduce the experiments that are needed to obtain               
assignment of the following nuclei: imino 1H-15N 1/3 (Fig. 5), aromatic 1H-13C 2/6/8 and              
sugar 1H-13C 1’ (Fig. 6). These nuclei couples are excellent reporters of base-pairing status              
(1H-15N) and secondary structure (1H-13C) (i.e. their chemical shifts strongly depend on the             
conformation adopted by the nucleotide). In addition, the experiments needed to obtain            
their 2D fingerprint spectra have good sensitivity and their chemical shifts suffer from             
limited spectral overlap. These nuclei were used as reporters to probe conformational            
dynamics using R1ρ relaxation dispersion experiments in Paper I. For comprehensive           
overview of the NMR experiments developed to assign other important nuclei in RNAs, we              
direct the reader to the following reviews95–97. 

NOESY imino walk: assignment of imino groups and secondary structure determination. 

As seen in 1.1.1-2, RNAs secondary structure is intimately correlated with base-pairing            
patterns. Imino groups, that are present in Gs and Us (Fig. 5a), possess few characteristics               
that make them ideal reporters of base pairs in NMR. Firstly, 1H chemical shifts of imino                
groups do not overlap with any other groups in the 1H 1D spectra in RNAs, this property                 
was observed and exploited since the dawn of the field in the 70’s97,100.  

Secondly, they possess a labile N-H covalent bond that, if unpaired, can transiently break              
and reform, allowing for the proton to exchange with the solvent. In this case, due to the                 
exchange rate of the process, imino groups are not detectable using a traditional 1H-15N              
HSQC or 1H-1H NOESY. On the contrary, if the imino groups are involved in hydrogen               
bonding, such as the ones in canonical WC base pairs, the exchange rate is significantly               
slowed down and the imino groups become visible in these spectra97. Lastly, 15N chemical              
shifts of Gs differ from Us, while 1H chemical shifts of Gs and Us base paired in WC                  
configuration differ from non-canonical base pairs (Fig. 5a), making base pair types readily             
identifiable97. In this regard, database surveys of chemical shifts can be exploited for             
automated assignments and prediction in RNAs for 1H and 13C chemical shifts101,102. In             
Paper I, a systematic search of the Biological Magnetic Resonance data Bank (BMRB) of              
G–C and G–U base pairs was conducted to validate R1ρ-derived chemical shifts. 
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Fig. 5 Base pairs and secondary structure determination by NMR. a, Base pair types              
are readily identified using 1H-15N HSQC of the Gs and Us imino groups97. b, The NOESY                
spectrum of the imino region allows for the identification of imino 1H close in space               
(off-diagonal peaks), thereby providing a walk through the base-pairing pattern. All spectra            
presented are non-experimental mock diagrams for illustration purposes. 

 

The imino region (14-9 ppm) of the 1H-1H NOESY (Fig. 5b) provides off-diagonal peaks              
for neighboring base pairs, while the 1H-15N HSQC provide the identity of such base pairs               
(Fig. 5a). These two experiments, often in combination with COrrelation SpectroscopY           
(COSY) through-bond type of experiments such as the HNN COSY103 and developments            
thereof104, are sufficient to determine the secondary structure of intermediate- and           
small-sized RNAs. The procedure to assign base pairs to a putative secondary structure,             
calculated a priori by computational means (i.e. using MC-Fold45), is depicted in Fig.b.             
This connectivity can be observed for intra- and inter-strand nts in stable A-form helical              
segments, while large non-canonical elements and closing base pairs are often too weakly             
formed to give rise to detectable off-diagonal peaks in NOESY. 

NOESY aromatic-sugar walk: assignment of aromatic and sugar peaks and secondary           
structure elements identification. 

The aromatic-sugar walk provides intra- and inter-nts connectivity between aromatic 1H6/8           
and sugar 1H1’ (Fig. 6). This region comprises ~7.0–8.0 ppm for the aromatic (Fig. 6a) and                
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~4.5–6.5 ppm for the sugar nuclei97 (Fig. 6b). Similarly to the imino walk, this path has                
stronger and characteristic off-diagonal peaks for nts in A-form helices (Fig. 6c). However,             
unlike iminos, aromatic and sugar protons do not exchange with the solvent and are              
detectable in single stranded RNA. Though challenging, non-canonical moites can be           
assigned if a certain degree of stability is retained (i.e. base-base stacking in internal loops               
or bulges) and 1H-1H contacts have a sufficiently long lifetime. In addition to the 1H-1H               
NOESY, through-bond experiments are used for intra-nt 1H6/8- 1H1’ couples          
determination, such as the case of  HCN triple resonance experiments105.  

 

 

Fig. 6 Sequence specific assignment of aromatic and sugar atoms. a, Aromatic 2/6/8             
1H-13C groups. b, Sugar 1’ 1H-13C group. c, The NOESY aromatic (7-10 ppm, vertical) and               
sugar (4-7 ppm, horizontal) region allows for the identification of 1H close in space. Each               
cross-peak indicates an intra- or inter-nucleotide NOE contact. d, 3D model of the example              
hairpin construct generated using MC-Sym45. intra- or inter-nucleotide contacts are          
indicated by the black arrows. Unpaired nucleotides such as A17, often interrupt the             
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aromatic-sugar walk, making complete assignment particularly challenging. All spectra         
presented are non-experimental mock diagrams for illustration purposes. 

 

Ultimately, imino and aromatic-sugar walks are interconnected and the cross-talk between           
these two paths via Cs aminos, As 1H2 and Cs/Us 1H5 protons is essential to complete the                 
assignment. Ambiguities in assignment that are arising from spectral overlap and           
chemical/conformational exchange processes can be resolved by means of differential          
experimental conditions, such as temperature, divalent cation concentration (i.e. Mg2+) or           
pH. In addition, selective isotope labelling schemes93, in combination with heteronuclear           
edited/filter NOESY106, are often essential for the complete assignment of highly dynamic            
or larger RNAs. Among others, decrowding by means of homonuclear J-coupling, in            
unlabeled RNAs107, and 13C direct detection108 have also shown interesting avenues for the             
assignment of complex RNAs.  

 

1.2.2 Dynamics probing techniques 

As seen in 1.1.3, RNAs conformational dynamics spans across several orders of magnitude             
in timescales of motion. Similarly, NMR methods have been developed to detect chemical             
or conformational exchange across a near span. Before introducing these experiments and            
their application, we need to present a qualitative description of exchange processes in             
relation to the NMR timescale.  

 

 

Fig. 7 Conformational exchange and the NMR timescale109. a, Tier 1 base pair             
rearrangement that occurs with a given exchange rate (kEX). The colored nt exchanges             
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between a paired (blue) and unpaired (red) conformation. b, During the exchange process             
the ribose undergoes a sugar pucker interconversion. In the two states, the C1’ nucleus              
resonates at two different NMR frequencies ΩA and Ω B. c, The observed nucleus gives rise               
to different spectra depending on the relationship between kEX and ΔΩ, as well as the               
relative population of the two states (pA and pB). 

 

The simplest example is represented by two chemical or structural conformations,           
exchanging with each other, of a given nucleus (Fig. 7a–b). In this example the parameters               
describing the resulting NMR spectrum are the difference in chemical shift between state A              
and B (ΔΩ = ΩA- Ω B) and the exchange rate between these two states (kEX = kAB + kBA). In                    
addition, the relative free energy difference between A and B determines their relative             
populations (pA and p B), that can be expressed in relation to kEX as p B = kAB/kEX with p A+ pB                   
= 1. When the populations of these two states are different from each other, the more                
populated state is referred to as the Ground State (GS), whereas the other is referred to as                 
the Excited State (ES). Depending on the relationship between ΔΩ and kEX three NMR              
exchange regimes can be defined. 

For each exchange regime we’ll mention the relationship between ΔΩ, kEX and the resulting              
signal, as well as the major NMR experiments used to characterize RNA motions in that               
timescale. As one might have noticed, these exchange regimes loosely correspond to the             
motional tiers described in 1.1.3, therefore a comparison can be made with the             
conformational transition described above with the following experimental probing         
techniques. The NMR methods and application examples mentioned below were recently           
reviewed by our group in a comprehensive work on the subject109. 

Slow exchange kEX ≪ ΔΩ – The exchange process occurs with a timescale that is slower                
than the NMR frequency between the two states (Fig. 7c, top). The spectrum results in two                
distinct peaks for A and B, each corresponding to its own chemical environment and with               
characteristic ΩA and Ω B. However, the lineshape of the peaks is generally not affected by               
the process and the intensities are a direct readout of the relative populations109. This regime               
corresponds to seconds or slower exchange rates and the peaks corresponding to the two              
states resonating at ΩA and Ω B are readily observable in fingerprint spectra. Folding and              
unfolding, ribozyme catalysis and riboswitch transitions have been followed using real-time           
NMR, EXchange SpectroscopY (EXSY) and hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange        
experiments109. 

Intermediate exchange kEX ≈ ΔΩ – The exchange is comparable to the NMR timescale and               
occurs in the μs-ms range (Fig. 7c, center). In the intermediate-slow regime, the lineshape              
of the peaks is affected by the exchange process, resulting in the so-called motional              
broadening phenomenon. When kEX approaches the coalescence point (kEX = ΔΩ/(2√2) ), the            
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individual peaks broaden into one another, resulting in a single broad peak. When kEX              
surpasses the coalescence point, in the intermediate-fast regime, the motional narrowing           
phenomenon results in a single narrower peak, whose chemical shift approaches the            
average chemical shift value in a population-weighed fashion. When populations are highly            
skewed, the ES broadens beyond detection in the intermediate-slow regime, therefore           
becoming invisible in the typical 1D or 2D fingerprint spectra. Similarly, in the             
intermediate-fast regime, the visible single peak is only minimally shifted from the GS             
chemical shift value ΩA. The experiments described below employ different approaches to            
directly probe and characterize these ESs that correspond to tier 1 motions (1.1.3). 

Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) experiments are used to probe slow to            
intermediate-slow processes with highly skewed populations109,110. CEST experiments make         
use of a spin-lock (SL) low-power RF pulse that locks the nuclei magnetization it is               
resonant with, during the time it is applied. In the simplest terms, this SL saturates these                
resonances leading to a loss of signal. Several experiments, where the normalized intensity             
of the observable GS state is presented as a function of different SL offsets, are recorded. If                 
the SL is on-resonance with the visible GS, a global minimum in the CEST profile is                
observed. Similarly, if the SL is on-resonance with the invisible ES excited state, a loss of                
signal is observed for the GS peak. This is due to the exchange process and an                
off-resonance local minimum is observed in the CEST profile. Fitting these curves to             
Bloch-McConnel equations111 gives a quantitative description of the exchange process109,110.          
CEST was used to probe fluoride112–114 and SAM II115 riboswitches. 

Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion experiments probe intermediate       
exchange processes over the μs-ms range. The main component of a CPMG pulse sequence              
is a Hahn's spin echo116 block that refocuses the magnetization after a time delay, by means                
of a 180° pulse. In the case of two exchanging states (i.e. Fig. 7), part of the magnetization                  
is not refocused by the spin echo and results in a loss of signal. This signal loss depends on                   
two phenomena, 1) R2 relaxation (that will be briefly introduced in the next subparagraph)              
and 2) the actual exchange between state A and B. Fitting the signal intensity as a function                 
of the number of spin echo blocks to a monoexponential function, allows for determination              
of the effective R2 (R2eff) relaxation rate constant. To rule out the R2 contribution to R2eff, and                 
obtain information on the exchange process, a train of spin echo pulses can be applied with                
variable frequency (υCPMG) and a relaxation dispersion curve is obtained by plotting R 2eff as              
a function of υCPMG. Subsequent deconvolution of exchange parameters (kEX, populations           
and ΔΩ) requires collection of datasets at different B0 fields and solution of analytical              
expression derived from the Bloch-McConnel equations 109,117. Due to the nature of 180°             
pulses, typical schemes to avoid spectroscopic artifacts cannot be implemented in CPMG            
experiments, making the analysis of RNAs particularly challenging109. However,         
position-selective labeling of RNAs has been a successful route to overcome these            
limitations by the Kreutz118–122, Dayie113,123,124 and Hoogstraten125 groups. Of particular          
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interest for the results of Paper I, the Dayie group applied CPMG to study the dynamics of                 
the miR-1224 binding site in the CCR5 RNA pseudoknot showing that the pseudoknot             
samples at least three conformations prior to miR-1224 binding, with one of the minor              
populated states potentially providing a dynamic recognition site for interaction partner123. 

R1ρ relaxation dispersion experiments, detect exchange in the μs-ms range. In these            
methods, a SL pulse is used to detect the exchange process in a similar way that the spin                  
echo trains are used in CPMG. The signal intensity of a given nucleus is measured as a                 
function of increasing times in which the SL pulse is applied. The relaxation rate constant               
R1ρ is obtained by fitting intensity vs. time plot to a monoexponential function. If the SL                
applied is sufficient, in terms of strength/frequency, to make the difference in effective field              
for both spins negligible, then the obtained value R1ρ has only a R2 contribution, that is an                 
intrinsic characteristic of the spin system observed. On the other hand, if SL is not               
sufficient to cover both ΩA and Ω B, then an additional relaxation contribution, this time              
intrinsic of the exchange process (REX), is detected on top of R 2. Therefore measured R 1ρ               
will be the sum of R2 and REX. Similarly, if no exchange is occurring, there will be no R EX                   
contribution, and every R1ρ measured for each SL strength will be equal to R2. Typically,               
R1ρ values are plotted as a function of the SL strength applied, resulting in relaxation               
dispersion curves. Intuitively, decay in the dispersion curve will indicate the presence of             
exchange, whereas a flat dispersion profile, will report absence of exchange in the timescale              
probed. The on-resonance relaxation dispersion curves can be fitted to analytical           
expressions of the Bloch-McConnel equations, depending on the time sub-regime probed,           
to quantify kEX

109,126,127. Additional off-resonance experiments, where an offset is applied to            
the SL carrier, are recorded to obtain the populations of the states and their chemical shift                
difference ΔΩ109,126,127. 13C and 15N R1ρ have been applied to a variety of RNAs, chiefly by                
the Al-Hashimi group109 as previously mentioned for tier 1 motions. These experiments, in             
conjunction with 1H R1ρ

107, were also used to characterize the conformational exchange            
process in a miRNA–mRNA pair in Paper I. 

Fast exchange kEX≫ ΔΩ – In this regime the exchange rate constants are in the ps-ns range                  
(Fig. 7c, bottom). These exchange processes in tier 2, induce local fluctuation in the              
magnetic field, that affect the intrinsic longitudinal (R1) and the transverse (R2) relaxation             
rate constants of each spin. These constants dictate the rates by which the spin              
magnetization relaxes back to the thermal equilibrium, from a non-equilibrium state, on the             
z axis (R1) and the xy plane (R2), in the vector model. In addition to R1 and R2,                  
cross-correlated relaxation phenomena between nuclei close in space, such as NOE and            
ROE, are affected by these motions. These perturbations happen mainly through           
dipole-dipole interactions (i.e. dipolar coupling) and chemical shift anisotropy, among          
others109. Fast exchange processes result in a relatively narrow, single peak whose chemical             
shift is the population-weighted average of ΩAand Ω B. Using solution-state NMR it is not              
possible to directly obtain the exchange parameter kEX, populations and ΔΩ, as for the              
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methods described above. Rather, R1, R2, heteronuclear NOE, and off-resonance ROE can            
be measured to quantify the amplitude of the motions through an order parameter and              
correlation times109. These experiments are generally described as spin relaxation methods           
and have been widely used to probe fast dynamics in RNAs109. In addition, Residual              
Dipolar Couplings (RDCs) can be measured if a medium is introduced in solution, so that               
the molecules become partially aligned to B0 and dipole-dipole bond vectors are not             
averaged to zero, due to stochastic tumbling. Unlike other observables, RDCs are sensitive             
on a larger timescale (ps-ms), therefore their interpretation has been cumbersome109. RDCs            
are commonly used for 3D structure calculation, however, as seen in 1.1.3, these             
observables have been used, in combination with others, to infer inter-helical motions in the              
HIV-1 TAR RNA86,128. 

 

1.3 Micro RNAs 

A particular group of ncRNA-protein complexes (RNPs) gained prominence during the last            
two decades due to their important biological functions as well as their potential in              
therapeutic and biotechnological applications. These are RNPs that use their RNA           
component as a guide to find specific RNA or DNA targets through base pair              
complementarity129. RNA-guided RNPs are present in all three domains of Life, where they             
are involved in multiple and diverse aspects of cellular functions. Among others, the broad              
group of RNA-guided RNPs, include small RNAs associated with Argonaute proteins and            
their homologs130, bacterial small RNAs131–133 and CRISPR RNAs134,135.  

In this paragraph we’ll introduce the features of a class of RNA guides that act, in complex                 
with their partner Argonaute proteins, as post-transcriptional gene expression regulators:          
the microRNAs (miRNAs). 

Our discussion will be limited to the role of miRNAs in the eukaryotic kingdom of               
Animalia (i.e. Metazoans)136 and their relevance to human diseases. However, one must            
keep in mind that 1) in Animals, other similar RNAs are present (i.e. siRNAs,              
piwiRNAs)137, 2) miRNAs are ubiquitous in other eukaryotic kingdoms (i.e. Plantae)130, 3)            
that Argonaute-associated small-RNA/DNAs are also found in prokaryotic and archeal          
organisms130. These variations on the theme all possess distinct biological functions,           
however, a certain degree of structural similarity is conserved among Argonaute-associated           
small-RNA130. Therefore, where relevant, a comparative approach will be taken in           
discussing the structural similarities and differences between these complexes. 
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1.3.1 Biogenesis and function 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small (~22 nt.), ncRNA molecules that play a central role in              
post-transcriptional gene expression by regulating mRNA levels and their translation. First           
discovered in nematodes138,139 miRNAs were subsequently found to be a widespread class            
among many organisms, including Homo sapiens140–143 where their genes count for 1-2% of             
the total number of protein coding genes144–146. Many miRNA gene loci are found to cluster               
in specific genomic regions that can be transcribed simultaneously as poly-cistronic units147.            
Canonical human miRNAs genes are transcribed by Polymerase II to a large pri-miRNA             
precursor bearing a 5’-end cap and a 3’-end poly(A) tail148 (Fig. 8a, step 1). These               
pri-miRNA precursors undergo nuclear processing by the enzyme Drosha that performs a            
double endo-nucleolytic cleavage that results in a ~70 nts pre-miRNA hairpin136,149–153 (Fig.            
8a, step 2). Pre-miRNAs are then translocated from the nucleus by the            
Exportin5-RAN-GTP complex to the cytoplasm154 (Fig. 8a, step 3). Dicer, in complex with             
transactivation response element RNA-binding protein (TRBP)153,155,156, further process        
pre-miRNAs by endo-nucleolytic cleavage to an asymmetric RNA duplex containing the 22            
nts guide and a partially complementary passenger strand 136,150–153,157–159 (Fig. 8a, step 4).             
Depending on their orientation in the pre-miRNA stem, guide and passenger can be referred              
to as miRNA-5p and miRNA-3p. Characteristic features of guide–passenger duplexes are           
the phosphorylation at both the 5'-ends, the two 2 nts 3’-end overhangs and the presence of                
non-canonical base pairs, mismatches and single bulges throughout the central stem. The            
guide–passenger duplex is subsequently loaded into the Argonaute protein (Ago 1-4) to            
form the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC), through a mechanism that is only partly             
understood153,160,161 (Fig. 8a, step 5). The last steps toward a mature RISC involves the              
removal of the passenger strand and was proposed to be accomplished either by a step-wise               
conformational change of the protein that expels the thermodynamically unstable RNA           
strand (Ago1, Ago3 and Ago4 isoforms) or through the intrinsic endo-nucleolytic activity            
of the Ago2 isoform153,160,161.  
 
Ultimately, the mature RISC interferes with gene expression by binding to partially            
complementary binding sites in target messenger RNAs (mRNAs), typically located in the            
3’ UnTranslated Region (UTR) (Fig. 8b). Target repression is achieved by mechanisms            
mediated by the TriNucleotide Repeat-Containing gene 6 proteins (TNRC6) of the GW182            
family. RISC-bound TNRC6, associates with the Poly(A)-Binding Protein (PABPC) and          
deadenylase complexes PAN2-PAN3 and CCR4-NOT. These complexes lead to         
irreversible silencing of the transcript by deadenylation and subsequent decapping and           
5’-to-3’ decay. In addition, TNRC6 recruits effector complexes that mediate translation           
inhibition of the mRNA translation at the initiation stage136,162,163 (Fig. 8b). 
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Fig. 8 MiRNAs biogenesis and function. a, 1) The primary miRNA (pri–miRNA)            
transcript is transcribed. A stem-loop structure contains a 5p (red) and 3p (blue) arm. 2)               
DGCR8/Drosha complex processes the pri–miRNA to precursor miRNA (pre–RNA). 3).          
The RanGTP/XPO5 complex translocates the pre–miRNA to the cytoplasm. 4) TRBP/Dicer           
complex processes the pre–miRNA resulting in the guide–passenger duplex. 5) The duplex            
is loaded into the Ago protein and the passenger strand is ejected. The mature              
RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC) is formed by the guide RNA (red) and Ago. b,              
RISC interacts with partly complementary binding sites in the 3’-UTR of a target mRNA              
and induces its repression through mRNA decay and inhibition of translation initiation. 

 

1.3.2 mRNA binding motifs 

Many exceptions to the biogenetic pathway presented above have been          
reviewed136,150–153,160,161,164. However, all of them converge to a picture where the mature            
RISC embed the guide in such a conformation that the miRNA bases are partially exposed               
to the solvent and able to base-pair with target mRNA sites165,166. Unlike siRNAs, where full               
Watson-Crick (WC) complementarity is observed between guide and target sequences,          
miRNA–mRNA complexes retain WC base pairing between nucleotides 2-8, the so-called           
seed region151. Outside of the seed, the secondary structure configuration is not perfect and              
can include non-canonical pairs, mismatches, single bulges and internal loops151.          
Evolutionary conservation and experimental data made it possible to classify binding sites            
and their efficacy in mRNA repression according to their base pairing patterns 136,151 (Fig.              
9a). Canonical sites are considered when the seed region is ≥ of 6 base-paired nts (6mer)                
and suffice to the silencing activity (Fig. 9a, top). Atypical are instead evolutionary             
conserved sites where additional base pairing at the 3’-end is present136 (Fig. 9a, center).              
The 3’-end pairing is centred between position 13-16 of the guide strand, with a conserved               
stretch of ≥ 3-4 canonical WC base-paired nts. When the seed sequence is perturbed by a                
mismatch or a single nucleotide bulge the 3’ pairing is considered to be non-canonical              
compensatory136 (Fig. 9a, bottom). Atypical sites constitute around 5% of the seed-matched            
sites136,167 and are proposed to contribute only marginally to binding affinity and target             
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repression136,168–171, despite evidences of their role in targeting specificity172,173. However, the           
role of 3’-end pairing is just beginning to be uncovered, from a structural perspective174,175. 
 
Among other features, prediction algorithms, such as TargetScan170, rely on the seed region             
stability and 3’-end pairing as the main secondary structure determinants of the            
miRNA–mRNA pair when predicting binding sites at the genomic level. This approach,            
albeit proven to be functional, does not take into account the inherent dynamic nature of               
RNAs and the possible base pair rearrangements that could take place in the context of the                
RISC, leaving room for improvement.  
 
High resolution structural investigations that go in this direction are represented by the             
studies of the Plavec group on the miRNA let-7 binding sites on lin-41 mRNA176,177. Let-1               
Complementary Sites (LCS) LCS1 and LCS2 on lin-41 mRNA are 3’-compensatory, where            
LCS1 bears a single nucleotide A bulge177 and LCS2 a G–U wobble base pair176 in the seed,                 
respectively. Both present an asymmetric internal loop with predicted unmatched stretch           
5’-GUU-3’ in LCS1 and 5’-AUU-3’ in LCS2 and 5’-UA-3’ in the let-7 miRNA. Despite              
the high similarity between the two binding sites, the 3D structure obtained from the              
solution NMR could reveal some differences, particularly in terms of the conformational            
stability of the internal loop. Where LCS2 shows a major stable conformation of the central               
bulge, stabilised through a base triplet176, LCS1 features the characteristics of a flexible             
RNA sampling multiple conformers177. The secondary structural elements perturbing the          
seed region do not show any sign of disruption of the A-form RNA helix in the lower stem                  
in both constructs used. Despite the lack of further studies that could shed light on the link                 
between the different structures and variations in functional activity, this seminal work            
indicates that target sites clustered in the same groups by prediction algorithms can show              
rather different structural behaviour.  
 
 

1.3.3 RNA-Induced Silencing Complex 

Argonaute (Ago) proteins are part of the P element Induced WImpy testis (PIWI) protein              
superfamily. These are present in eukaryotes (eAgos) and prokaryotes (pAgos), distributed           
among different families, with different functions130. eAgos involved in the miRNA           
pathways belong to the Ago-like family130. In humans there are eight isoforms, four of              
which are largely expressed in many tissues and studied in greater detail (hAgo1, hAgo2,              
hAgo3 and hAgo4)137. eAgos are often classified according to their ability to enzymatically             
cleave the phosphodiester bond of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the target. This            
enzymatic reaction is often referred to as slicing and it is only possible when extended WC                
base pairing between guide and target RNA is achieved (i.e. siRNA pathways). hAgo2 is              
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the only human isoform to be able to slice the targets, whereas hAgo1, hAgo3 and hAgo4                
are not178.  
 
Historically, pAgos X-ray crystal structures were solved first179–181, opening to the high            
resolution investigation of this class of proteins. From a structural point of view, all the               
members of the PIWI superfamily are characterized by the presence of a PIWI domain and,               
optionally, the PIWI-Ago-Zwille (PAZ) domain130. For the purpose of this paragraph we’ll            
discuss the domain architecture of those Agos that are most similar to hAgo2, studied in               
Paper I. These Agos are composed of two lobes: the PAZ lobe comprising N, L1 and PAZ                 
domains and the PIWI lobe with the PIWI and MID domains. PAZ and PIWI lobes are                
connected by a linker region called L2 (Fig. 9b).  
 
The MID domain presents a nucleotide binding pocket involved in the recognition of the              
5’-end nucleotide of the guide strand (g1) during loading. Crystal structures showed that the              
phosphate group of g1 is locked in a stable conformation coordinated by several contacts              
with conserved amino-acids182–185. The base of g1 is also selected with preference of U/A              
over G/C185, and locked in a conformation that prevents it from forming base pairing with               
target bases186–188. The PIWI domain presents a RNaseH type of fold where substrate             
cleavage takes place in slicing Agos thanks to a DEDX catalytic tetrad187–190. During RISC              
loading the N domain acts as a wedge in displacing the passenger strand and obstructs the                
nucleic acid binding channel that otherwise could accommodate base paired duplex up to             
the 3’-end of the guide160,161. The PAZ domain binds the 3’-end of the guide 191–195 and                
protects it from exonucleolytic degradation196. 
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Fig. 9 MiRNA binding sites and structural details of RISC. a, Canonical, atypical and              
non-canonical binding sites136. b, Crystal structure of guide-loaded hAgo2 (pdb 4w5n)188.           
The inset shows the constraints imposed by the protein to the RNA in order to ensure                
efficient target screening. c, Different crystal structures of guide and guide–target Ago            
complexes. All complexes were aligned to the PIWI domain of guide-only structure. Guide             
only188. Seed pairing g2–g9, pairing to the target induces α7 shift and widening of the               
N-PAZ channel in hAgo2(pdb 4w5o)188. 3’-supplementary pairing of TDMD target (bu2,           
pdb 6mdz)175. Propagation of 3’-supplementary pairing induces 3’-end release from the           
PAZ domain and opening of the central cleft in hAgo2. Slicing competent conformation of              
T. thermophilus pAgo (pdb 3hm9)197. Fully complementary guide DNA and target RNA            
forms an uninterrupted duplex. b–c Few nts were omitted from the cartoon representation             
here, although present in the original structures. 

 
In hAgo1–2165,166,189,190 the MID-PIWI lobe constitutes the binding site for the seed region             
nts g2–g8. The binding takes place between the amino-acids and the guide’s phosphates             
and 2’-OH groups, making this protein-RNA interaction mode sequence independent (Fig.           
9b). The WC edges of the bases are exposed to the solvent for base pairing with the target.                  
The topology of this narrow channel positions the seed g2–g6 in a A-form helical              
conformation. This preorganization of the seed is proposed to reduce the entropic cost of              
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the duplex formation and increase binding affinity150,165. A conserved feature of the X-ray             
structure of eAgos165,166,187,189,190 is the presence of a isoleucine side-chain of L2 α-helix 7              
(α7) inserted between g6 and g7 of the guide RNA. This intercalation disrupts the              
pre-formed helix of the seed and induces a kink in the backbone of the RNA suggesting that                 
the base pair between guide and target beyond g6 would require α7 to be displaced from                
that position130. g7–g9 are stacked and a kink stabilised by an arginine sidechain between g9               
and g10 interrupts this short stretch166. 
 
Beyond g10, the guide RNA seems to be rather flexible resulting in poor electron density of                
these crystallographic structures, where transients or no interaction with Ago occur. The            
3’-end of the guide, stabilized by its interaction with the PAZ is observed for              
g21–g22165,189,190 or g17–g20166, in hAgos. 
 
These evidences describe a complex machinery that, in principle, can deal with a variety of               
RNA targets, regardless of their base pairing with the guide beyond the seed. The region               
between g5 and g10, despite being well characterised in the X-ray structures, elicits some              
questions on the topology of the ternary complex with target RNAs and how different              
non-canonical base pair patterns can be influenced or influence this site. These questions             
are partly answered by the structure of hAgo2 in complex with a guide RNA base-paired to                
a target up to g9 solved by the MacRae group188.  
 
hAgo2 interacts with the A-form seed helix through the minor groove, explaining why G–U              
wobble base pairs in this region are less tolerated188,198,199. Instead positions g8–g9 do not              
contact hAgo2 through the minor groove making non-canonical base pairs and mismatches            
more tolerated in this position188. Interestingly, α7 is observed to shift ~4 Å in the               
target-bound ternary complex, relaxing the kink between g6 and g7 and allowing extended             
formation of the A-form helical seed. The authors conclude that hAgo2 uses the g2–g5              
segment to initially identify targets. Subsequently, the g6–g7 and α7 conformational           
changes constitute a check-point where the ternary complex is stabilised if WC base-pairing             
with the target is present. Pairing at g8 enhances affinity, while extension beyond this point               
does not188, suggesting that a conformational roadblock in the central cleft prevents further             
pairing extension. The role of α7 in target recognition was also further studied by the same                
group, showing that this element of L2 is essential in modulating the kinetics of the ternary                
complex200.  
 
In their landmark paper, Schirle et al.188, were also able to solve the structure of the guide                 
nucleotides in hAgo2 that were missing from previous studies165,166. Prior to target binding,             
g14–g18 reside in a narrow channel in the N–PAZ domains with the WC edges of g15–g18                
unavailable for binding with the target188. Coupled to the α7 shift, upon target binding, the               
authors observe a conformational rearrangement of the PAZ domain that leads to an             
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opening of the N–PAZ channel188 (Fig. 9c, center left). The opening in turn remodels              
g11–g16 now adopting an A-form configuration with g13–g16 WC edges exposed to the             
solvent and potentially available for pairing with the target188.  
 
Consistently with biochemical binding kinetics studies of fly and mouse hAgo2169,171, RISC            
pre-organizes the guide RNA into modular units to allow for this stepwise binding mode. 
 
These and other works were recently reviewed by Bartel, who proposed a “unified model              
for miRNA target recognition and pairing propagation” in which 3’-end pairing nucleates at             
g13–g16 to then propagate to the rest of the target. The extended 3’-end pairing induces the                
release of the guide 3’-end from the binding pocket, reaching, for fully complementary             
sites, a cleavage compatible, fully stacked conformation as observed for T. thermophilus            
pAgo197,201. As central g9–g12 pairing was shown to contribute little or negatively to             
binding affinity and kinetics169,171,188, the formation of such a complex would require a             
further conformational change of the protein central cleft, to allow for pairing beyond             
g9136,171,188. 
 
Additions to this model can be inferred from a few key papers published in the past two                 
year. One paper using next-generation sequencing RNA Bind-n-Seq202 from the Bartel           
group203 and one using a massive parallel imaging technique68 from the Greenleaf and             
Zamore groups204 revealed additional sequence determinants to binding and repression, by           
probing thousands of different target sequences and dramatically raising the throughput of            
previous experiments169,171,188,200,205–208. For the scope of this paragraph we will only mention            
that 1) the primary role of canonical sites is confirmed203, that 2) the 3’-supplementary              
binding is a prerequisite for subsequent binding of the g9–g12 stretch203, and that 3) RISC               
can accommodate large target bulges (up to 7 nts) in the central region to allow for                
3'-supplementary pairing, without disrupting binding affinities204, confirming a previous         
report on this feature174. 
 
Similarly, two papers from the MacRae group174,175 were recently published, shedding more            
light into the role of the 3’-end pairing from a structural perspective. The X-ray              
crystallographic structure of the catalytically inactive mutant (D669A) of hAgo2 ternary           
complex solved by Sheu-Gruttadauria et al.174, shows that the 3’-supplementary helix is            
accommodated in a supplemental chamber in the N–PAZ channel, where g13–g16 are            
observed to be paired with the target, maintaining a certain degree of mobility174. The loops               
of L2 and PIWI constitute the conformational roadblock preventing seed and 3’-end helix             
from connecting174. In this region, in the seed chamber g9 is observed in syn conformation,               
g10–g11 are not determined, while g12 is in the supplemental chamber available for pairing              
but impaired by the L2 loop174. The 3’-end of the guide is anchored to the PAZ domain174.                 
Interestingly, the target sequence has full WC complementarity to the guide that suggested             
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the formation of a fully stacked conformation197,201, however this structure is not adopted by              
the complex174. In this work the authors identify L2 and PIWI loops as the second               
conformational check-point imposed by hAgo2 on 3’-end supplementary pairing,         
reinforcing the model of 3’-end nucleation and propagation through the opening of the             
central cleft, coupled to PAZ disengagement136,174. The role of g9–g12 pairing remains            
controversial as the central cleft would require more opening than observed to connect the              
two helices174. In addition, they discuss that since the supplementary chamber can only take              
up to 5 base pairs, more extended 3’-end pairing would require a yet different conformation               
of the complex174. Indeed, this arrangement was observed in the subsequent paper175, where             
Sheu-Gruttadauria, Pawlica et al., studied the mechanism by which extended base-paired           
target can induce Target-Directed MiRNA Degradation (TDMD), a pathway that leads to            
miRNA decay mediated by 3’-end tailing and trimming209,210. In these structures, the            
authors identify a third conformational checkpoint that couples 3’-end release of the guide             
from the PAZ domain to the opening of the central cleft, to form a continuous channel,                
connecting seed to supplemental chambers175 (Fig. 9c, center right). The central mismatches            
in the duplexes allow for a kinked orientation of the two stems with respect to each other,                 
with the 3’-end of the guide exposed for TMDM-mediated modification175. Even in this             
open conformation, a modelled fully extended duplex shows steric clashes with PIWI, L1             
and N, indicating that a slicing competent conformation is yet to be determined175. 
 
 

1.3.4 p53, Sirt1 and miR-34a feedback loop 

In Paper I, we focus on the interaction between miR-34a and the Silent Information              
Regulator 1 (SIRT1) mRNA. SIRT1 is a NAD-dependent deacetylase enzyme that           
regulates apoptosis by keeping p53 in its inactive (de-acetylated) form in normal cellular             
conditions211. Upon DNA damage or cell stress, p53 transcription and post-translational           
modifications are upregulated, including acetylation. The active form of p53 up-regulates           
the transcription of miR-34a which in turn down-regulates the translation of SIRT1 mRNA             
(mSIRT1). This negative feedback loop composed of p53–SIRT1–miR-34a was found to be            
essential for cell proliferation regulation and any disruption of the miR-34a–SIRT1 axis            
could potentially increase the risk of cancer development212,213. The binding site of miR-34a             
on mSIRT1 has been identified and validated212 showing that the predicted secondary            
structure recapitulates the features of 3’-supplementary binding sites, mentioned in 1.3.2. 
 
Transcription of miR-34a is ubiquitous in mice214 and its transcription has been shown to be               
under the control of the tumor suppressor transcription factor p53215–219. Upon cell stress             
miR-34a regulates a variety of cancer-related pathways by targeting multiple mRNAs and            
ultimately leading to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis220. MiR-34a has been proposed as a              
potential new agent in tumor-suppressive therapies221,222. 
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1.4 Remarks on RNA sample preparation 

Our ability to study biomolecules in vitro heavily depends on the quality of the sample               
reconstituted in the test tube. This is generally true for structural, biochemical and             
biophysical techniques that aim at characterizing molecules or molecular complexes outside           
of their native biological milieu, in minimal and controlled conditions. In biomolecular            
NMR, the quality of a sample can be judged by two main criteria: quantity and               
homogeneity.  

 

1.4.1 Quantity 

Being NMR a relatively insensitive technique, the molecular concentration in the test tube             
is a critical factor to record spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise (SN) ratio, in reasonable              
experimental time. Typical fingerprint 2D HSQC spectra of small RNAs (<50 nts) require             
samples ranging from the tens of 𝜇M to the low mM in concentration and dissolved in a                 
volume of few hundreds of 𝜇l to be recorded in less than 1 h, with sufficient SN ratio and                   
resolution. However, assignment (1.2.1) and dynamics (1.2.2) measurements usually         
require longer data collection routines and producing a sample at the optimal (and often              
maximal) concentration drastically reduces the experimental time needed and maximizes          
the usage of the spectrometer. 

 

1.4.2 Homogeneity 

RNA samples can be produced using three major approaches: chemical synthesis, in vitro             
transcription and in vivo expression94. While each method has its own advantages and             
disadvantages, all of them fail to produce a completely homogeneous sample in terms of              
chemical and conformational purity. Therefore, downstream purification methods are         
essential to achieve the wanted grade of homogeneity. For relatively short RNAs, chemical             
impurities that require most attention during purification are represented by RNA species            
that are different from the wanted product by a few nts in length (i.e. +/- 1nt). These species                  
are often the result of the incomplete chemical synthesis or the pitfalls intrinsic of the               
transcription system used (i.e. T7 RNA polymerase). Conformational heterogeneity,         
instead, represents an issue for RNAs that cannot be completely refolded to their native              
state in vitro, forming misfolded species, multimeric complexes and aggregates. 

In addition to the common hurdles of RNA preparation, NMR samples often require             
expensive building blocks enriched in 13C and 15N isotopes (i.e. nt triphosphates and             
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phosphoramidites). Therefore, methods to produce RNA samples for NMR spectroscopy          
are often tailored to minimize sample loss while maintaining the highest standards of             
purity. 

The production of RNA samples in quantity and homogeneity amenable for NMR studies is              
the subject of Paper II and a recent review94 from our group. For the reader interested in this                  
subject, in this latter work, we report the standard and most advanced methods to produce               
and purify RNAs for structural studies. 
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2 AIMS 
 

Collectively, the papers compiled in this thesis aim at contributing to the understanding of 
the role of conformational dynamics in RNAs function. 

 

2.1 Paper I 

Given the sparsity of structural information on the RNA component of RISC, in miRNA              
function, we set out to describe a model miRNA–mRNA pair involved in a human              
tumor-suppressive pathway using NMR spectroscopy. The miR-34a–mSirt1 pair, was         
anticipated to provide a model for centrally bulged atypical 3’-supplementary binding sites.            
Considering the high degree of flexibility of bulged RNAs, we aimed at quantitatively             
describing the motion of the miR-34a–mSirt1 pair using R1ρ relaxation dispersion NMR            
experiments and translate those information in the context of RISC, testing our hypotheses             
using molecular simulation, biochemical and cell culture assays. 

The results of this work were expected to fill the gaps between the static snapshot of RISC                 
structures available, that often miss the flexible RNA component, and provide a framework             
to better understand miRNAs function. 

 

2.2 Paper II 

In this work we aimed at setting up a pipeline for the production of RNA samples for our                  
newly established laboratory. Given the quantity and homogeneity requirements for NMR           
samples, we set out to design a comprehensive method that could incorporate the latest              
advancements of T7 in vitro RNA transcription coupled to High Performance Liquid            
Chromatography (HPLC) purification steps, while maintaining the robustness, speed and          
simplicity of more traditional protocols. 

 

2.3 Paper III 

The aim of this paper was to develop a method to improve accuracy and efficiency of                
Replica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulation of 3D RNA folding, using          
sparse experimental constraints. The method developed here, was anticipated to be used to             
compute the RNA structures in Paper I. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

3.1 Paper I 

Using solution NMR spectroscopy we solved the secondary structure of free miR-34a            
bound to the binding site of mSirt1 mRNA. The complex is composed of a seed and a                 
3’-supplementary helix, separated by a 4-nts asymmetric bulge. The seed extends up to g6,              
only forming a transient base pair in position g7. Accordingly with the established             
nomenclature136 and given the crucial role of g7 pairing to overcome the first checkpoint in               
hAgo2188,200, we termed this site “weak 7mer-A1”. We suggested that, given the weakness             
of pairing in position g7, the site in this conformation might resemble a 6mer, rather than a                 
7mer-A1, in binding affinity. 

Given the bulge size and the broadening observed for a few peaks in the fingerprint HSQC                
spectra, we probed a subset of nts using R1ρ NMR relaxation dispersion, to determine              
whether the central region was undergoing any type of conformational exchange in the             
𝜇s–ms time regime. 

We identified a global process involving gG8H1, gG8N1, gG8C8, tU21C6, tC17C1′,           
tU20C1′, tA19C8, tA19C2 and tA22C8, taking place with an exchange rate of about 1 ms               
and populating only about 1% of the whole conformational ensemble. Using the chemical             
shift differences derived from these and additionally measured nts we could draw a model              
for this excited state conformation. In summary, gG8 repositions form the lower            
3’-supplementary to the seed stem, undergoing a GC–to–GU switch, enhancing the seed to             
form an 8mer site. In addition, using REMD simulations we showed that the ground and               
excited states adopt two different 3D conformations. We designed a two-point mutation to             
trap the excited state conformation (trapped excited state) and we showed that this construct              
retains the same structural features by NMR and REMD. 

To assess whether the excited state had any effect on the mRNA repression, we measured               
the downregulation levels of wild-type mSirt1 and trapped excited state constructs using a             
Dual-Luciferase Reporter (DLR) assay, upon co-transfection with miR-34a in human cell           
lines. While the wild-type and trapped excited states maintain the same biophysical            
properties (as measured melting temperatures and dissociation binding constants towards          
free and hAgo2-bound miR-34a), the DLR repression is significantly higher in the trapped             
excited state. 

To provide a structural model of the different conformers, we computed the RNA structures              
in context of RISC using the X-ray crystal structure of hAgo2188 and a slow-growth              
simulation approach. We found that the ground state matches the initial binding phase,             
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where the guide 3’-end is bound to the PAZ domain. Conversely, the excited state adopts a                
remarkably different configuration, with the seed and 3’-supplementary helices coaxially          
stacked, with this latter accommodated along the N-PIWI domain, in a conformation            
similar to the one observed for T. thermophilus pAgo197,201 (Fig. 9c, right). 

In addition, we predicted the occurrence of similar binding sites with potential GC–to–GU             
switch in position g8, for miR-34a in human 3’ UTRs, according to sequence and              
secondary structure determinants. We found a total of 593 predicted GC–to–GU switches            
and we selected 5 (HEBP1, ADAM22, ATG9A, ANKS1A and CCND1 mRNAs) for            
experimental validation using the DLR assay. In all cases tested, the trapped excited state              
showed a significantly higher repression then the wild-type. 

Based on these evidence and previous reports (see 1.3.3), we proposed a mechanism by              
which these centrally bulged sites with 3’-supplementary pairing might adopt an “active”            
complex exploiting the RNA motions. After initial seed match and nucleation of 3’-end             
pairing at position g13–g16, the single base pair GC–to–GU switch enables full            
displacement of α7. This switch is coupled to the helices coaxial stacking, that induce the               
disengagement of the guide 3’-end from the PAZ pocket. In the “active” complex the guide               
might be destabilized223,224 and enhance repression by letting RISC achieve multiple           
turnovers. 
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3.2 Paper II 

Typical research laboratory protocols for the production of RNA samples in large-scale (i.e.             
milligrams or higher), rely on in vitro transcription using the T7 RNA polymerase, coupled              
to preparative PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) under denaturing conditions. 

Here, we developed a protocol that combines the latest innovations to improve T7 in vitro               
transcription and we replaced denaturing PAGE with a two-step HPLC purification. Given            
the high demand of RNA samples and the diversity of users in our laboratory, we designed                
the protocol to be robust, fast and easy to use. 

We detailed the use of previously reported methods to drastically reduce 3’-end            
inhomogeneity of the transcripts such as C2’-methoxy modification of the 5’-end of the             
DNA template225 in conjunction with the use of DMSO as co-solvent226,227 during            
transcription. We proposed the use of an EDTA solution to dissolve the            
magnesium-pyrophosphate precipitates forming during the transcription reaction, as an         
alternative to more laborious and expensive use of the recombinant inorganic           
pyrophosphatase enzyme. 

We optimized buffers and gradients for a first Ion-Pairing Reverse-Phase (IP-RP) HPLC            
purification step, to separate the target RNA transcripts from higher and lower molecular             
weight products, cofactors, NTPs and proteins. This method makes use of           
tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate as an ion-pairing agent to allow for the hydrophobic            
stationary phase to interact with the RNA228. The analytes are eluted from the column using               
a linear gradient of acetonitrile. 

Subsequently, the target transcript is separated from similar molecular weight RNA species            
(i.e. +/- 1 nts deletion and addition products) using an Ion-Exchange (IE) HPLC             
purification step229 under thermal denaturing conditions. During this phase, we propose that            
fractionation of the target peak, during the sodium perchlorate elution gradient, is essential             
to achieve near single-nucleotide purity. 

In this work we present the preparation of four samples (22, 29, 46 and 82 nts in length)                  
showing that the protocol can be performed in a few days to produce a diverse set of                 
samples with high-yield and purity for structural biology purposes. 
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3.3 Paper III 

The method presented in this work improves upon existing temperature Replica-Exchange           
Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulations of RNA and it exploits the advantage of            
incorporating a minimal set of experimentally-derived long-range restraints.  

These restraints are variable-length base-pairing contacts that can be easily inferred by            
NMR spectroscopy or chemical probing experiments (i.e. Selective 2′ Hydroxyl Acylation           
analyzed by Primer Extension (SHAPE)230).  

Four different RNAs, for which experimental 3D structures were available, were used to             
benchmark the method. We proposed the use of the human Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)              
encapsidation signal apical stem-loop and measured its NMR imino walk, comparing it to             
previously published results231. 

The advantage of this approach resides in the ability to avoid kinetic traps during folding,               
associated with the formation of alternative secondary structures. The relatively minimal           
experimental data required and the accuracy inherent of the force-field and algorithm used,             
makes this method an attractive alternative not only to infer long-range tertiary interactions,             
but also to probe the conformational preferences of flexible structural elements, otherwise            
not accessible by high-resolution experimental methods in 3D.  

Using traditionally assigned base pairs as well as restraints derived from R1ρ relaxation             
dispersion, we could compute the 3D RNA structures of the ground, excited and trapped              
excited state conformers presented in Paper I. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 

We used solution NMR spectroscopy, molecular simulations, in vitro assays and previously            
published high-resolution structural information, to derive a model by which the           
miRNA–mRNA flexibility drives a functionally relevant conformational change in hAgo2.  

While, miR-34a–mSirt1 is an important model, relevant for human health, one must keep in              
mind that each miRNA works in the context of a large network of intertwined other               
miRNAs and targets. Based on bioinformatic search and functional assays, we suggested            
that this mechanism is common to other miR-34a targets and, given the nature of miRNAs,               
it is to be expected that other miRNA–mRNA pairs, with similar sequence and structural              
features, will undergo the same process. To validate these assumptions, it will be necessary              
to develop a method that raises the throughput by which we infer structure and dynamics of                
miRNA–mRNA pairs.  

The measurement of RNA dynamics in hAgo2 by NMR is the logical following step to the                
results of this thesis. For the researchers taking on this challenge, few technical obstacles              
will need to be overcome, chiefly the production of a ternary complex in quantity and               
homogeneity amenable for solution NMR studies. This will open up interesting avenues to             
answer outstanding questions in the field of miRNA biology as well as siRNA therapeutics.  

For example, titration experiments with different target RNA could tell whether the            
disengagement from the 3’-end of the guide from the PAZ binding pocket follows the              
current stepwise consensus model derived from crystallographic structures and biochemical          
studies. Probing the RNA dynamics within hAgo2 could further confirm our models,            
revealing the degree of mobility of the 3’-supplementary helix, helping understand how the             
search for additional 3’-end pairing occurs after seed matching and how large bulges are              
accommodated within RISC. In addition, one could investigate the mechanism behind           
target cleavage at atomic resolution, with native and chemically modified guides, thereby            
contributing to the design of better siRNA therapeutics.  
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